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The environmental set of conditions, and the fact that sandhoppers populations are established since generations on the beaches selected for this study supplied a natural experimental framework, and may represent a background for the study of adaptation of resident fauna to changing environments (Peterson et al. 2006). The effects of physical environmental constraints on the supralittoral fauna were confirmed to be acting on population characteristics, including behaviour (Fanini et al. 2009). Consequently, changes in the physical environment are expected to shape different behavioural adaptations. Our experiments also confirmed that behavioural plasticity may be considered as a key adaptation to salinity changes in the environment. Namely, we found different behavioural responses among Mediterranean and Baltic populations to different salinity rates. Behaviours were affected differently by changes in salinity, consistent with their functional meaning. The functionality of behaviour fitted to the habitat (Koehl 2010) as highlighted by this study.

